Personalization is becoming an important feature in many predictive applications. We introduce a penalized regression method implementing personalization inherently in the penalty. Personalized angle (PAN) regression constructs regression coefficients that are specific to the covariate vector for which one is producing a prediction, thus personalizing the regression model itself. This is achieved by penalizing the angles in a hyperspherical parametrization of the regression coefficients. For an orthogonal design matrix, it is shown that the PAN estimate is the solution to a low-dimensional eigenvector equation. Using a parametric bootstrap procedure to select the tuning parameter, simulations show that PAN regression can outperform ordinary least squares and ridge regression in terms of prediction error. We further prove that by combining the PAN penalty with an L2 penalty the resulting method will have uniformly smaller mean squared prediction error than ridge regression, asymptotically. Finally, we demonstrate the method in a medical application.
Introduction
The ambition to perform personalization when predicting is becoming an important feature of many applications: medicine (Cheng et al., 2012; Carrión et al., 2016) , marketing (Tang et al., 2013) , item recommendation (Rafailidis et al., 2014) , nutrition (Zeevi et al., 2015) , education (Reber et al., 2018) and fraud detection (Cama and Harrison, 2018) ; all applications targeting the individual. Personalized medicine or precision medicine, for instance, utilizes the genomic information, proteins, or the environment of a patient to predict individualized treatment decisions (Hamburg and Collins, 2010; Zhang and Nebert, 2017) . Other examples include personalized marketing, delivering individualized product prices or messages to specific costumers, and item recommendation, predicting the rating of an item or product for a given user. These applications call for statistical prediction methods targeting the individual also on the methodological level, meaning that the estimated model itself may vary with each prediction one wishes to make. The aim is to minimize the prediction error for each individual covariate vector, instead of minimizing the average prediction error. We propose a form of penalized regression which inherently features this personalized approach to prediction.
Penalized regression is a class of methods particularly useful for prediction in high-dimensional or multicollinear data. The typical methods, e.g. ridge regression, lasso and elastic net (Hoerl and Kennard, 1970; Tibshirani, 1996; Zou and Hastie, 2005) penalize some norm of the regression coefficients such as the L 1 , L 2 or L p norm, or some combination thereof. The norms typically have a geometric interpretation; the L 2 norm, for instance, equals the Euclidean length of the regression coefficient vector. Hyperspherical coordinates parametrize a p-dimensional vector geometrically in terms of its length and p − 1 angles and generalize polar coordinates to p dimensions. Hyperspherical coordinates are commonly used in physics, e.g. to solve three-and four-particle problems and the Laplace's equation (Öhrn and Linderberg, 1983; Cohl, 2011) . There has been an increased interest in the statistical distribution of angles in high dimension (Cho, 2009; Cai et al., 2013) and the use of the hyperspherical parametrization in statistics and machine learning (Pourahmadi and Wang, 2015; Liu et al., 2017) . Related fields also include directional statistics, regression models for circular and spherical outcomes (Mardia, 1972) , and compositional data (Scealy and Welsh, 2011) .
In the context of model selection, Claeskens and Hjort (2003) introduced the concept of addressing the aim of the statistical analysis with the focused information criterion (FIC). The focused model selection approach defines an a priori quantity-of-interest or focus parameter to guide the selection of a statistical model, instead of considering overall goodness-of-fit measures (Claeskens and Hjort, 2008) . For different aims, or foci, different models may then be selected. Other frameworks also introduce notions of a pre-defined target parameter representing the scientific question, such as targeted learning (Van der Laan and Rose, 2011) . The focused approach was extended to include a specific prediction as the aim by Hellton and Hjort (2018) , framing the resulting model as personalized.
Currently, the term personalization is typically understood as standard regression models, where covariates account for the differences and heterogeneity between individuals (Tian and Zhao, 2015; Kosorok and Laber, 2019) . Personalization of the regression model, however, can be implemented in several ways in the penalized regression context. Hellton and Hjort (2018) and Huang et al. (2019) proposed to vary the tuning parameter in ridge regression with each covariate vector, x 0 , for which one wishes to make a prediction. The personalized tuning parameter, λ x0 , can be estimated by minimizing the prediction error of x 0 via a two-stage plug-in procedure or adaptive validation. In this paper, we instead incorporate the personalization in the penalty structure itself. To personalize a prediction, adapting it to a specific individual, was shown to be inherently connected to the angle between the regression coefficients and the covariate vector in question. We therefore use the focused approach combined with a hyperspherical parametrization to achieve a guided penalization of the regression coefficients. The resulting method produces personalized regression coefficients and predictions, implementing personalization at the methodological level.
In a personalized framework, one aims to make inference regarding a single, specific case which has been and may only be observed once. The advantage of personalization therefore relies on the structure and, in particular, the heterogeneity of the data. Liu and Meng (2016) commented: "The costs of individualization often outweighed its benefits", but that highly heterogeneous data will benefit more from personalization than homogeneous data. This highlights the opportunity of the Big Data era where data are becoming more heterogeneous. Big Data are typically characterized by a large sample size aggregated from multiple data sources and at different times, creating an intrinsic heterogeneity (Fan et al., 2014) . This heterogeneity can be exploited by personalized prediction methods.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we present the personalized angle penalty and show that it penalizes the angle parameter in a hyperspherical parametrization of linear regression. In Section 3, the new penalty is combined with ridge regression. Section 4 presents a simulation study comparing personalized angle regression to ridge and OLS regression and in Section 5, we illustrate the method in a medical application. Concluding remarks are discussed in Section 6, and all proofs are collected in the Appendix.
Personalized angle regression 2.1 Definition
Suppose we have observed data {y i , x i }, i = 1, . . . , n, consisting of p-dimensional covariate vectors, x i ∈ R p , and univariate continuous outcomes, y i ∈ R, and consider the linear regression model
where β ∈ R p is a p-dimensional vector of regression coefficients and ε i ∈ R n is an identically and independently distributed noise term with zero mean, E(ε i ) = 0, and variance, Var(ε i ) = σ 2 . The vector of outcomes is denoted Y = [y 1 , . . . , y n ] T , and X denotes the n × p design matrix with x T i as each row. The design matrix and outcome vector are assumed to be centered.
In a personalized prediction context, the primary aim is optimal predictive ability. We propose to penalize the prediction for a given covariate vector, x 0 , to improve the prediction error specifically, ignoring the estimation error. This will leverage the heterogeneity in the covariates to personalize the regression model. The covariate vector x 0 may or may not be in X and represents an instance for which we wish to produce a prediction, e.g. a patient in the personalized medicine context. The personalization of the regression model requires the regression coefficients to be recalculated for each new prediction. The penalty we introduce is based on the normalized inner product between x 0 and β and has an intuitive interpretation in hyperspherical coordinates. Therefore, as the resulting regression estimates are optimal for the specific x 0 , we term the method Personalized Angle (PAN) regression.
Definition 1 (Cartesian coordinates). The Personalized Angle (PAN) estimator for a specific covariate vector x 0 ,β x0 = (β 1 , · · ·β p ) T is defined aŝ
where λ ∈ R is a tuning parameter.
The PAN regression penalizes the (squared) L 2 norm of the normalized prediction given x 0
where · 2 denotes the Euclidean L 2 norm and γ β = β/ β 2 and γ 0 = x 0 / x 0 2 are the vectors x 0 and β scaled to unit length. The penalty shrinks the prediction for x 0 towards zero which introduces a bias, but lowers the variance, with an optimal trade-off improving the mean squared prediction error of x 0 only.
Remark 1. In the parameter space, the zero prediction corresponds to a hyperplane with x 0 as its normal vector, denoted by H 0 :
The penalty in Equation (1) therefore shrinks the estimated regression coefficient vector towards the hyperplane H 0 . As the tuning parameter, λ, increases, the part of the estimate orthogonal to H 0 decreases. In the limit λ → ∞, the prediction becomes zero and the estimate converges to the projection of the OLS estimate,β, unto the hyperplane H 0 . As the penalty function in Equation (1) is bounded, the tuning parameter value may, however, also be negative. This corresponds to shifting the prediction away from zero, and essentially "expanding" rather than shrinking the prediction. When later combined with ridge regression, this feature is key.
Angular interpretation
Geometrically, any point x i can be described by a length r and p − 1 angles, α 1 , . . . , α p−1 , defined relative to the unit vectors. The standard hyperspherical parametrization, generalizing polar coordinates to R p , is given by
. . .
x i,p−1 = r sin α 1 sin α 2 · · · sin α p−2 cos α p−1 ,
x i,p = r sin α 1 sin α 2 · · · sin α p−2 sin α p−1 , where r ≥ 0 and the angles fulfill 0 ≤ α i ≤ π for i = 1, 2, . . . , p − 2 and −π < α p−1 ≤ π. Using hyperspherical coordinates, we can reparametrize the regression coefficient vector
by its length, r β = β 2 and a direction vector, the normalized β vector γ β = (cos(α β,1 ), . . . , sin(α β,1 ) · · · sin(α β,p−2 ) sin(α β,p−1 )) T .
In two dimensions, p = 2, we can transform standard linear regression into a nonlinear regression problem
where r i and α i are the length and the angle of the ith covariate vector, respectively. The regression parameters can then be found by estimating the amplitude, r β , and the phase shift, α β . This reparametrization supplies an alternative estimation approach for the linear regression problem. In general dimension, the transformed model is estimated by minimizing the following residual sum-of-squares (r β ,α β,1 , . . . ,α β,p−1 ) = arg min
which yields the ordinary least squares (OLS) estimateβ = (
,r β = β2 p +β 2 p−1 + · · · +β 2 2 +β 2 1 .
Penalizing the length
Ridge regression (Hoerl and Kennard, 1970 ) adds a squared L 2 penalty to the residual sum-of-squares in Equation (4), which corresponds to the squared length of the regression coefficient vector in hyperspherical coordinates:
Ridge regression thus shrinks the length towards the origin. The ridge estimate has the explicit solutioñ β(λ) = (X T X + λI p ) −1 X T Y , where I p is the p-dimensional identity matrix and the tuning parameter λ controls the penalization. Zero penalization corresponds to the OLS estimate,β(0) =β.
Penalizing the angle
In two dimensions, p = 2, the PAN penalty reduces to a squared cosine penalty on the angle parameters α β and α 0 Figure 1 : Illustration of the shrinkage of the PAN penalty in two dimensions.
and hence corresponds to a ridge-type penalty on the angle parameter. The shrinkage enforced by the PAN penalty therefore acts as a rotation of the OLS estimate. Figure 1 visualizes the OLS estimate,β, parametrized by its lengthr β and the angleα β in the parameter space. The covariate vector, x 0 , given by the angle α 0 , is visualized by overlying the covariate space over the parameter space. The zero prediction for x 0 is then used as an angular origin to shrink towards. The prediction equals zero when the regression coefficients, β, fulfills the equation x T 0 β = 0, i.e. the vectors β and x 0 are orthogonal. In two dimensions, this corresponds to the angle of β being equal to α β = α 0 ± π 2 , visualized by the dashed line in Figure 1 . Hence, when λ increases, the estimated angle rotates away from α β as illustrated in Figure 1 towards H 0 , the line orthogonal to x 0 . The estimated angle,α β , is rotated towards the closes of the two angles α 0 ± π 2 , shrinking the prediction towards zero. For a negative tuning parameter value, on the other hand, the estimated angle is rotated away from H 0 and towards x 0 .
With the PAN penalty in Equation (5), the penalized residual sum-of-squares regularizing the angle parameter is given
where α β ∈ (−π, π], r β ≥ 0 and λ ∈ R. For an orthonormal design matrix, X T X = I 2 , the normal equations give explicit solutions for the parameter estimates:
The Equation (6) shows that for λ = 0, the estimated angle and length are equal to the angle and length of the OLS estimate. In the limit λ → ∞, the estimated angle converges to eitherα β,x0 (λ)
, becoming exactly orthogonal to x 0 . The estimated angle and length will hence shrink the prediction for x 0 towards zero.
In the orthonormal design case, the prediction for x 0 is in hyperspherical coordinates given by the estimated length and the double tangent expression in Equation (6) x T 0βx0 (λ) = r 0rβ cos(α 0 −α β )
is the OLS prediction. The PAN prediction hence equals the OLS prediction multiplied by a shrinkage factor. When λ increases, the shrinkage increases and as λ → ∞, the factor converges to zero. Importantly, the shrinkage factor depends on the angle of the specific covariate vector, such that the shrinkage will vary for different x 0 when λ is fixed. The shrinkage term thus explicitly expresses the feature of personalization inherent in the penalty.
Definition 2 (Hyperspherical coordinates). The Personalized Angle (PAN) estimator in hyperspherical coordinatesβ x0 = (r β ,α β,1 , . . . ,α β,p−1 ) T , for a specific covariate vector x 0 parametrized by r 0 and α 0,1 , . . . , α 0,p−1 is defined aŝ
The hyperspherical parametrization has computational advantages, in particular improved convergence, when obtaining an estimate via a numerical optimizer routine. The subscripts of the regression coefficients and the L 2 norm are further suppressed for notational convenience.
Orthonormal design case
Insight regarding the behavior of the PAN penalty in both the Cartesian and hyperspherical coordinates is gained by considering the case of the orthonormal design matrix, X T X = I p . The PAN estimate and prediction are then given explicitly.
Lemma 1. Assuming an orthonormal design matrix, X T X = I p , the length of the PAN estimate is given bŷ
while the direction vector of PAN estimate equals the first normalized eigenvector of the p × p matrix of rank 2
given byγ
depending on the tuning parameter, λ, through
The PAN estimate is then given
The proof of Lemma 1 can be found in the Appendix. For λ = 0, the constant in Equation (7) is c(0) = 1, and hence the PAN estimate equals the OLS estimate. In the limit, lim λ→∞ c(λ) = 1 − 2(x T 0β ) 2 β 2 x0 2 , the length and direction vector converge to
where the direction vector is equal to the normalized projection ofβ unto H 0 . From Lemma (1), it is seen that the PAN estimate depends on the tuning parameter, λ, through the direction vector.
Corollary 1. The PAN prediction of the outcomeŷ 0 given the covariate vector x 0 is in Cartesian coordinates given by
where x T 0β is the OLS prediction. The proof of Corollary 1 can be found in the Appendix. In the limit, λ → ∞, the prediction converges to
0β , the OLS prediction. In the latter case where λ decreases from 0, the prediction will first increase or expand. At a certain value of λ, however, the length of the regression vector will cancel out the effect of the rotation in the direction vector, such that the prediction decreases and converges to the OLS prediction.
Simultaneous penalization of length and angle
The PAN penalty can be combined with the ridge penalty with the resulting PAN-ridge estimate depending on two tuning parameterŝ
where λ 1 ≥ 0 and λ 2 ∈ R. As with PAN regression, a hyperspherical parametrization of the objective function gives computational advantages.
For an orthonormal design matrix, the length of the PAN-ridge estimate has the same form as the length of the PAN estimate, but with the ridge estimate taking the role of the OLS:
whereβ(λ 1 ) only depends on the first tuning parameter, λ 1 . Similarly, the direction vector equals the normalized eigenvector of the following p × p matrix of rank 2
The PAN-ridge regression coefficient vector is then given bŷ
For λ 1 = 0, the constant in Equation (10) equals the constant in Equation (7): C(0, λ 2 ) = c(λ 2 ), while for λ 2 = 0, C(λ 1 , 0) = 1 and the estimate reduces to standard ridge regression in the orthonormal case, β(λ 1 , 0) =β/(1 + λ 1 ). The PAN-ridge prediction for a specific covariate x 0 is consequently
It is seen that both the PAN-ridge estimate and the prediction depend on both tuning parameters, λ 1 and λ 2 , in particular through the direction vector. In the high-dimensional case (p > n) or if X T X is not of full rank, the PAN-ridge estimate can be expressed only in terms of the ridge estimate. Figure 2 shows the shrinkage factor of the PAN-ridge prediction in Equation (11) as a function of the normalized inner product or cosine similarity
for fixed lengths, β = x 0 = 1. Different levels of PAN penalization (with λ 1 set to zero) are shown by solid lines, while the combined PAN-ridge shrinkage with the values of λ 1 and λ 2 are shown by dashed lines. The shrinkage factor for a positive PAN parameter is strongest for the cosine similarity values closest to zero and increases to 1 when the cosine similarity approaches 1 and -1. The shrinkage becomes stronger with an increasing PAN parameter, but inverts if the parameter becomes negative. Then the "expansion" factor is strongest for the smallest cosine similarities in absolute value. The ridge parameter, on the other hand, controls the overall level of penalization and shifts the level of the shrinkage curve downwards with increasing values.
Prediction error
The main aim of personalizing a prediction is to lower the prediction error for each individual covariate vector, x 0 , instead of minimizing the average prediction error (Hellton and Hjort, 2018; Huang et al., 2019) . The predictive performance of the regression methods can be evaluated by the mean squared error (MSE) of the prediction for covariate vector x 0 under the linear model
related to the prediction error as E (x T 0β (λ 1 , λ 2 ) − y 0 ) 2 | X = MSE(x 0 , β, λ 1 , λ 2 ) + σ 2 . For a given x 0 , we will compare the predictions in terms of the MSE to omit the intrinsic error σ 2 . Later, the average MSE is used to evaluate the prediction performance over a given sample. We first present a lemma demonstrating the behavior of the optimal λ 2 in terms of minimum MSE. A scaling of the design matrix is introduced to ensure the asymptotic convergence ofβ. Lemma 2. Under a scaled orthogonal design matrix, X T X = nI p , the derivative of the mean square error with respect to λ 2 evaluated at 0 is given by
The proof of Lemma 2 can be found in the Appendix. As the value λ 2 = 0 of the PAN-ridge estimator corresponds to ridge regression, Lemma 2 shows when the PAN penalty improves the mean squared prediction error compared to ridge and OLS. We prove the results first for the PAN estimator (λ 1 = 0) and then for the combined PAN-ridge estimator.
Theorem 1. Let λ 1 = 0 and assume an orthogonal design matrix, X T X = nI p . Then if |x T 0 β| < 1 2 x 0 |β , there exists a λ 2 > 0, and if |x T 0 β| > 1 2 x 0 |β , there exists a λ 2 < 0, for which the mean squared error asymptotically as n → ∞ satisfies the inequality
When |x T 0 β| = 1 2 x 0 |β , the minimum of the mean squared error is asymptotically obtained for λ 2 = 0. For the PAN estimator, Theorem 1 demonstrates that the sign of the optimal value for λ 2 is dependent on whether the absolute value of x T 0 β is smaller or larger than 1 2 x 0 |β . This corresponds to the absolute value of cosine similarity between x 0 and β being smaller or larger than 0.5. For small cosine similarities, the optimal PAN tuning parameter is hence positive, while for large cosine similarities the optimal value will be negative. This result can be extended to include the ridge penalty.
Theorem 2. Assume an orthogonal design matrix, X T X = nI p . For λ 1 > 0, if λ 1 < λ * 1 , there exists a λ 2 > 0 for which the mean squared error asymptotically satisfies MSE(x 0 , β, λ 1 , λ 2 ) < MSE(x 0 , β, λ 1 , 0) = MSE ridge (x 0 , β, λ 1 ), while if λ 1 > λ * 1 , there exists a λ 2 < 0 for which the mean squared error asymptotically satisfies
When λ 1 = λ * 1 , the minimum of the mean squared error is asymptotically obtained for λ 2 = 0. The proof of Theorem 1 and 2 can be found in the Appendix. Based on Theorem 2, the PAN-ridge estimate will always have smaller mean squared prediction error than ridge regression asymptotically, except when the ridge tuning parameter is exactly equal to λ * 1 . This value is related to the tuning parameter value minimizing the prediction risk of x 0 , the oracle focused ridge tuning parameter (Hellton and Hjort, 2018) :
1 , the level of penalization can be viewed as being too small compared to the optimal level, and a positive PAN tuning parameter λ 2 > 0 can be used to introduce additional penalization further shrinking the prediction. On the other hand, if the ridge tuning parameter is larger than the optimal value, λ 1 > λ * 1 , the level of penalization can be viewed as being too strong, such that the ridge prediction is shrunken too much towards zero. Allowing the PAN tuning parameter to be negative, λ 2 < 0, essentially expands the prediction away from zero, reducing the shrinkage and adjusting the overall level of penalization closer to the optimal value. Remark 2. Interestingly, Lemma 2 also reveals that the benefit of estimating a common PAN tuning parameter for an entire sample may depend on the dimension. If the covariates are assumed to be standard normally distributed in p dimensions, x 0 ∼ N (0, I p ), for a fixed, arbitrary, β, the normalized inner product,
after Cho (2009) , where Γ(·) is the gamma function. The proportion of observations with normalized inner product between -1/2 and 1/2, i.e. they benefit from a positive PAN parameter, will greatly increase with the dimension. For p = 2 and = 3, this proportion is 1/3 and 1/2 respectively. Hence, in dimension two and three, around half of the observations will benefit from a negative tuning parameter value, while the other half will benefit from a positive value. Selecting a single, common, tuning parameter, either positive or negative, will therefore be unsuitable for half of the data. However, as the proportion requiring a positive PAN value increases rapidly with p, to 74.7% for p = 6, 95.1% for p = 15 and 99.6% for p = 30, estimating a common tuning parameter value will be more beneficial in higher dimension.
Simulation
In this section, we present a simulation study comparing PAN and PAN-ridge regression to OLS and ridge regression. We simulated 200 data sets consisting of 50 observations from a linear model with 6 and 15 variables:
the noise is normally distributed ε i ∼ N (0, σ 2 ) with σ = 3. The data matrix was simulated from a standard normal distribution and scaled to be orthonormal, such that X T X = I p . An independent test set with 1000 observations was predicted for each simulation. To select the tuning parameter, we used the parametric bootstrap procedure described in Section 4.1 as an alternative to cross-validation. i=1 (x T iβ − x T i β) 2 , for the OLS, ridge and PAN regression estimates in addition to the PAN-ridge combination, averaged over 200 simulations. The simulations were performed for four scenarios of increasing signal strengths with equal regression coefficients: 1) β j = 0.05, ∀j, 2) β j = 0.1, ∀j, 3) β j = 0.15, ∀j and 4) β j = 0.2, ∀j. The four values of β j were chosen such that ridge regression would yield an improvement compared to OLS. The tuning parameters for ridge and PAN regression were found using the parametric bootstrap procedure with the other tuning parameter fixed to 0. For the PAN-ridge combination, the tuning parameters were selected following two different strategies: first, λ 1 was fixed to the optimal value found for ridge regression, selecting only λ 2 , and second, both λ 1 and λ 2 were selected simultaneously. When selecting λ 2 with the fixed ridge tuning parameter, we used the parametric bootstrap procedure based both on the OLS estimates,β,σ 2 , and the true parameter values β, σ 2 , referred to as the oracle tuning. The oracle tuning parameter is the value of λ 2 which would be optimal if β and σ 2 were in fact known. For all instances, the number of bootstrap samples was set to B = 2000.
The results of Table 1 show that for p = 6, PAN regression improves on ridge regression for β j = 0.05 and 0.10, the smallest signal strengths, while ridge regression is better for β j = 0.15 and 0.20. For p = 15, PAN performs better than ridge regression for β j = 0.05, 0.10 and 0.15, showing the effect of the dimension.
For the PAN-ridge combination, it is seen that for the fixed ridge parameter, the oracle PAN tuning always gives a lower prediction error compared to ridge regression as supported by Theorem 2. When the PAN tuning parameter is estimated, however, the PAN-ridge combination improves on ridge regression for β j = 0.05, 0.10 and 0.15 when p = 15, but only for β j = 0.05 when p = 6. This suggests that the PAN tuning parameter is difficult to estimate correctly, in particular if the dimension is small. When both tuning parameters are selected simultaneously, the MSE is only clearly lower compared to ridge regression when β j = 0.05 for both p = 6 and 15.
Selecting the tuning parameter
We propose to select the tuning parameter in PAN and PAN-ridge regression by the following procedure based on parametric bootstrap (Efron and Tibshirani, 1994 2. Over a suitable grid of λ 1 and λ 2 , hold the tuning parameter values fixed:
• calculate x T iβ (r) λ1,λ2 for each bootstrap sample and x i , i = 1, . . . , n, • average the mean squared error (x T iβ (r) λ1,λ2 − x T iβ ) 2 over all i and r.
3. Select the tuning parameter values,λ 1 andλ 2 , with the smallest mean squared error over the grid of λ 1 and λ 2 .
The procedure was also used by Hellton and Hjort (2018) to estimate the personalized tuning parameter in ridge regression.
Example: Prostate cancer data
We demonstrate PAN regression and the PAN-ridge combination on a classical dataset previously used to illustrate penalized regression methods (Tibshirani, 1996) . The dataset examines the relation between prostate specific antigen (PSA) and clinical measurements in 97 prostate cancer patients (Stamey et al., 1989) . We predict the log PSA values based on the six covariates; log tumor volume (lcavol), log tumor weight (lweight), age (age), log of benign prostatic hyperplasia amount (lbph), seminal vesicle invasion and log of capsular penetration (lcp). The tuning parameters for the ridge and PAN penalties, λ 1 and λ 2 , are both determined following the procedure described in Section 4.1. We further estimate the out-of-sample prediction error by leave-one-out cross-validation. 
Figure 3: The parametric bootstrap prediction error as a function of λ 2 for different values of λ 1 . Standard ridge regression prediction error corresponds to λ 2 = 0 (thick black line) and the OLS prediction error corresponds to λ 1 = 0 and λ 2 = 0 (circle).
First, we find each of the optimal PAN and ridge tuning parameters by fixing the other tuning value to zero in the bootstrap procedure, and then both tuning parameters are optimized simultaneously in a 2-dimensional grid. Figure 3 shows the average MSE from the parametric bootstrap procedure as a function of λ 2 for different values of λ 1 , and reversely. From the left panel of Figure 3 , we find the optimal PAN tuning parameter to be λ 2 = 2.5 and from the right panel, the optimal ridge tuning parameter to be λ 1 = 4 (as the minima of the thick black lines). For all shown values of λ 1 , in the left panel, the minimum of the MSE is found for a positive PAN tuning parameter. It is also seen that as the ridge tuning parameter increases, the value of λ 2 yielding the minimum decreases. This occurs as a stronger level of ridge penalization must be counteracted by a smaller, and possibly negative, PAN tuning. Based on Figure 3 , we find that the simultaneously optimal tuning parameter values are λ 1 = 2 and λ 2 = 3. Table 2 displays the personalized PAN regression coefficients (with λ 2 = 2.5) calculated for the four observations, or patients, with the smallest and the four patients with the largest cosine similarity between x 0 andβ in absolute value. This shows that even though the observations with the smallest cosine similarity experience the largest shrinkage factor (as seen in Figure 2 ), the observations with the highest cosine similarity experience the largest change in the regression coefficients compared to the OLS coefficients. The personalized regression coefficients of observation 61 barely change, while for observation 4, the parameter of svi changes from 0.279 to 0.325 and the parameter of lcp from -0.050 to -0.112. The leave-one-out prediction error is shown in Table 3 . The PAN-ridge method has the lowest error, even though the prediction performance of the different methods is very similar. The estimation of the tuning parameter should also be included in the cross-validation step, but as only a single observation is removed for each fold, the change in tuning parameter will be smaller than the bootstrap simulation error and the approximation error caused by the grid of tuning parameters. 
Discussion
We have introduced an inherently personalized regression penalty, constructed to produce individualized regression coefficients and predictions. The PAN penalty has the advantage over other personalized prediction approaches (Hellton and Hjort, 2018; Huang et al., 2019 ) that a common tuning parameter can be chosen overall based on a training set. The PAN penalty can be defined in both Cartesian and hyperspherical coordinates. The Cartesian formulation (Definition 1) enables simple exact expressions in the orthonormal case, while the hyperspherical formulation (Definition 2) yields a more computationally efficient objective function. The current formulation of the penalty requires additional norm regularization, e.g. the L 2 norm, to be applicable in a high-dimensional setting (p ≫ n). This is demonstrated by the PAN-ridge combination, where the ridge estimate takes the role of the OLS estimate in PAN regression. Efficient estimation algorithms for the high-dimensional setting need to be developed. Due to the structure of the PAN penalty the tuning parameter may be both positive and negative, in contrast to other penalization methods. This introduces challenges when selecting the tuning parameter value. Initial investigation revealed that (leave-one-out) cross-validation did not work well for PAN, as high variability could obscure the sign the tuning parameter when the optimal value is close to zero. A more stable procedure, such as a parametric bootstrap approach, was proposed instead, yielding good results in simulations. However, as the procedure depends on a plug-in estimate, extensions to higher dimension require further work. Alternative procedures, e.g. marginal maximum likelihood or a Bayesian framework, should also be studied.
PAN regression also has a Bayesian formulation which may be beneficial, for instance, for selecting the tuning parameter. Here the penalty corresponds to a Bayesian prior following the generalized von Mises distribution (Gatto and Jammalamadaka, 2007) . Future work includes to explore other versions of the PAN penalty, i.e. corresponding to the lasso or L 1 norm in the angle space. Further, the PAN penalty can be extended to logistic regression and generalized linear models and to other methods requiring regularization such as smoothing spline regression or graphical models.
A Appendix

A.1 Proof of Lemma 1
Suppose X is an n × p matrix of full rank. The gradient of the penalized residual sum-of-squares (penRSS) in Equation (1) is
where λ ′ = λ/ x 0 2 . Assume an orthonormal design matrix X T X = I p . By setting the gradient to 0 and multiplying by β T from the left, the last terms cancel such thatβ Tβ = Y T Xβ =β Tβ = βTββTγ , hencê r β =β Tγ .
By factoring out and multiplying (12) by r β , the estimated direction vector fulfills
Asγ T Mγ is scalar,γ will be equal to a normalized eigenvector of M .
For linearly independentβ and x 0 , and λ = 0, the rank of M is 2. The range of M is spanned by the orthonormal vectors
Hence the normalized eigenvectors of M are equal to (u 1 , u 2 )η where η are the normalized eigenvectors of the 2 × 2 matrix,M , for any p:
The two eigenvectors with positive and negative sign give four stationary points for the penalized RSS in Equation (1). For the choice of basis in Equation (13), the global minimum is given by the first eigenvector ofM with a positive first entry. For a matrix, a −c −c b , c > 0, this eigenvector is given as
such that the direction vector iŝ
As the vector u 2 is orthogonal toβ, the length of the PAN estimate iŝ r β =β Tγ = 1 2 + 1 2 c(λ) 1 2 β .
A.2 Proof of Corollary 1
The prediction for x 0 is given
where the last term simplifies to
A.3 Proof of Lemma 2
Assuming a scaled orthogonal design, X T X = nI p , introduces a scaling of the tuning parameters of the PAN-ridge prediction, denoted byμ 0 (λ 1 , λ 2 ) = x T 0β (λ 1 , λ 2 ) µ 0 (λ 1 , λ 2 ) = x T 0β 1 + λ 1 /n   1 2 + 1 2 β 2 − (1 + λ 1 /n)(λ 2 /n) ( β 2 + (1 + λ 1 /n)(λ 2 /n)) 2 − 4(1 + λ 1 /n)(λ 2 /n)(x T 0β ) 2 / x 0 2   .
The derivative of the mean squared error (MSE) of the prediction, denoted µ 0 = x T 0 β, is bounded in a neighborhood of 0, such that ∂ MSE(x 0 , β, λ 1 , λ 2 ) ∂λ 2 λ2=0 = E 2(μ 0 (λ 1 , 0) − µ 0 ) ∂μ 0 (λ 1 , λ 2 ) ∂λ 2 λ2=0 | X , where the derivative is ∂μ 0 (λ 1 , λ 2 ) ∂λ 2 = −
x T 0β x 0 2 β 2 − (x T 0β ) 2 (1 + λ 1 /n)(λ 2 /n) + β 2 n x 0 2 ( β 2 + (1 + λ 1 /n)(λ 2 /n)) 2 − 4(1 + λ 1 /n)(λ 2 /n)(x T 0β ) 2 / x 0 2 3/2 .
The derivative of the MSE evaluated at λ 2 = 0 is given
Under the scaled orthogonal design, the variance of the OLS estimate is Var(β) = σ 2 /n, and the estimator converges in distribution as √ n(β − β) → N (0, σ 2 ), such that the expectation of the Taylor expansion of a function of the estimator is E f (β) = f (β) + 1 2 σ 2 n tr(H(f (β))) + O(1/n 2 ), where H is the Hessian and tr(H(f (β))) equals the Laplacian evaluated at β. As the Laplacian of (14) is ∇ 2 f (β) = − 2 ( x 0 2 β 2 − 4(x T 0 β) 2 )( x 0 2 β 2 − (x T 0 β) 2 ) + (λ 1 /n)(x T 0 β) 2 (3 x 0 2 β 2 − 4(x T 0 β) 2 ) (1 + λ 1 /n) x 0 2 β 6 , the expectation is given
The expectation of the limit is hence given
with C 1 = 2( x 0 2 β 2 − (x T 0 β) 2 )/(n(n + λ 1 ) x 0 2 β 4 ).
A.4 Proof of Theorems 1 and 2
For λ 1 = 0, as the constant C 1 in (15) is always positive, the limit of the derivative will satisfy asymptotically as λ 1 = 0 lim n→∞ n 2 ∂ MSE(x 0 , β, 0, λ 2 ) ∂λ 2 λ2=0 < 0, if |x T 0 β| < 1 2 x 0 |β , > 0, if |x T 0 β| > 1 2 x 0 |β .
For λ 1 > 0, Equation (15) For λ 1 = λ * 1 , the limit of the derivative therefore satisfies asymptotically lim n→∞ n 2 ∂ MSE(x 0 , β, λ 1 , λ 2 ) ∂λ 2 λ2=0 < 0, if 0 < λ 1 < λ * 1 , > 0, if λ 1 > λ * 1 .
